213 Microsoft Team blogs searched, 44 blogs have new articles. 488 new articles found searching from 01-Jan-2018 to 31-Jan-2018


Dynamics

Dynamics CRM Website | RSS Feed
Continued support for Outlook add-in (Dynamics 365 for Outlook) - 29-Jan-2018
Release Notes for Field Service and Project Service Automation Update 5 - 25-Jan-2018
What’s new in Voice of the Customer version 9.0.1027.16 - 23-Jan-2018
What’s new in Microsoft Social Engagement 2018 Update 1.1 - 19-Jan-2018
Scheduling Your Dynamics 365 Organization for Microsoft Dynamics 365 (online) version 9.0 Update - 12-Jan-2018
Work continues on Dynamics 365 digital assistant experiences - 05-Jan-2018

Dynamics NAV Website | RSS Feed
Office 365 integration in a Dynamics NAV hosting environment - 30-Jan-2018
Connecting to Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales Version 9.0 - 23-Jan-2018
Generate Symbols in a Modern Development environment with Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018 - 16-Jan-2018
SQL Server 2017 and Dynamics NAV - 11-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 01 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018 has been released - 08-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 58 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 has been released - 05-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 51 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 has been released - 05-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 39 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015 has been released - 05-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 27 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2016 has been released - 05-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update 14 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2017 has been released - 05-Jan-2018
RDLC Export to Excel: Some hints - 04-Jan-2018
Dynamics CRM in the Field Website | RSS Feed
Dynamics 365 Monthly Update - December 2017 - 24-Jan-2018
Missing App URL Suffix after importing app via a solution - 22-Jan-2018
Update required to connect Dynamics 365 CRM for Outlook Client 8.x to Dynamics 365 9.x instances - 12-Jan-2018

Microsoft Dynamics AX Support Website | RSS Feed
Technical reference reports have been released for 7.3 - 17-Jan-2018
Can't find the Finance and Operations project type in LCS? - 10-Jan-2018

Dynamics AX in the field Website | RSS Feed
AX Performance Monitor 101 – Setup Perfmon for continuous monitoring with rolling files - 08-Jan-2018

General

Accessibility Website | RSS Feed
Technology has the power to unlock limitless learning - 23-Jan-2018
2018 Special Olympics USA Games coming to Seattle in July - 11-Jan-2018

Environment Software Enabled Earth Website | RSS Feed
The Heat is On for Better Climate Data - 18-Jan-2018
Microsoft, USC Center for AI and Society announce new collaboration on AI and environment - 08-Jan-2018

Channel9 on MSDN Website | RSS Feed
Interview with Peggy Johnson, Executive VP of Business Development | GALs - 30-Jan-2018
Serverless and Internet of Things | Internet of Things Show - 30-Jan-2018
Azure IoT Hub Integration with Azure Event Grid | Internet of Things Show - 30-Jan-2018
AtScale on Azure HDInsight | Data Exposed - 30-Jan-2018
Azure Functions and Logic Apps | Tuesdays With Corey - 30-Jan-2018
Scott Hanselman Talks with Team XGLU – the Winners of the 15th Imagine Cup! - 29-Jan-2018
SmartHotel360 Demo App Overview | Visual Studio Toolbox - 29-Jan-2018
Defrag Tools #189 - Inside Show | Defrag Tools - 29-Jan-2018
TWC9: New Windows Privacy Tools, Tips for serverless, Tar and curl on Windows 10, and more | This Week On Channel 9 - 26-Jan-2018
Machine Learning in IoT solutions | Internet of Things Show - 26-Jan-2018
Extending Xamarin.Forms with Behaviors with Matthew Soucoup | The Xamarin Show - 25-Jan-2018
OzCode V4 | Visual Studio Toolbox - 25-Jan-2018
Data Science Virtual Machine | AI Show - 24-Jan-2018
#ifdef LottieUWP | #ifdef WINDOWS - 24-Jan-2018
Azure Notebooks | Azure Friday - 24-Jan-2018
IoT extension for Azure CLI | Internet of Things Show - 24-Jan-2018
Episode 2: Five Things About RxJS | Five Things - 24-Jan-2018
Corey Talks with Microsoft Solutions Providers: Datacom Systems, Hanu and New Signature | Tuesdays With Corey - 23-Jan-2018
H20.ai on Azure HDInsight | Data Exposed - 23-Jan-2018
Cask CDAP on Azure HDInsight | Data Exposed - 23-Jan-2018
Spring Boot with VS Code and Azure | Azure Friday - 22-Jan-2018
TWC9: The Future Computed Book, C# Developer's Guide to VS App Center, New Channel 9 Shows, and more | This Week On Channel 9 - 19-Jan-2018
Snack Pack | The New Xamarin Android Device Manager | The Xamarin Show - 18-Jan-2018
Always Connected PC - January 2018 | Windows Community Standup - 18-Jan-2018
Azure Backup | Azure Friday - 18-Jan-2018
Episode 1: Five Things About Create React App | Five Things - 17-Jan-2018
#ifdef 3D_LAUNCHERS | glTF_TOOLKIT | #ifdef WINDOWS - 17-Jan-2018
PyMLadies – The Back Story | AI Show - 17-Jan-2018
Visually build pipelines for Azure Data Factory V2 | Azure Friday - 16-Jan-2018
Creating custom applications on Azure HDInsight | Data Exposed - 16-Jan-2018
StreamSets on Azure HDInsight | Data Exposed - 16-Jan-2018
Part 1/8 Contoso HVAC’s Digital transformation through Internet of Things solutions | Internet of Things Show - 15-Jan-2018
Part 2/8 An introduction to Azure IoT through the new Remote Monitoring Preconfigured Solution | Internet of Things Show - 15-Jan-2018
TWC9: Surviving Being Hit By a Car, Visual Studio 2017 15.6 Preview 2, RedShirt Dev Tour Europe, and more | This Week On Channel 9 - 12-Jan-2018
Remote debug Azure Functions written in Java using VS Code | Azure Friday - 12-Jan-2018
Corey is all in on Azure Policy | Tuesdays With Corey - 11-Jan-2018
Building High Performance Extensions Part 2 | Visual Studio Toolbox - 11-Jan-2018
Building High Performance Extensions Part 1 | Visual Studio Toolbox - 11-Jan-2018
The Endpoint Zone with Brad Anderson [1801] | The Endpoint Zone with Brad Anderson - 10-Jan-2018
Apache Spark Connector for Azure Cosmos DB | Azure Friday - 10-Jan-2018
#ifdef MIXED REALITY | #ifdef WINDOWS - 10-Jan-2018
Using Cognitive Search to Understand the JFK Documents | AI Show - 10-Jan-2018
Extending Azure HDInsight to install open source components | Data Exposed - 09-Jan-2018
Azure HDInsight Application Platform Overview | Data Exposed - 09-Jan-2018
Interview with Aaron Bjork (Release Notes) - 09-Jan-2018
Azure SQL Data Warehouse compute optimized performance tier | Azure Friday - 08-Jan-2018
TWC9: Happy New Year, Meltdown and Spectre, REST API or Azure Analysis Services, and more | This Week On Channel 9 - 05-Jan-2018
Azure Advisor Updates | Azure Friday - 05-Jan-2018
Episode 37: .NET Standard Libraries with Immo Landwerth | The Xamarin Show - 04-Jan-2018
How to customize the Remote Monitoring Preconfigured Solution for Azure IoT | Internet of Things Show - 04-Jan-2018
C++ Programming with Visual Studio Code | Visual Studio Toolbox - 04-Jan-2018
PyMLadies -- What is Data Science? | AI Show - 03-Jan-2018
Azure Analysis Services Scale Out & Diagnostics | Azure Friday - 03-Jan-2018
Interview with Jasmine Greenaway, Cloud Developer Advocate on .NET | GALs - 02-Jan-2018
Microsoft Campus Tours - Inside the NEW Channel 9 Studio | Microsoft Campus Tours - 01-Jan-2018

Industry Solutions
Experience everything that Microsoft Education has to offer at Bett 2018 - 23-Jan-2018
Embracing Cloud Learning at Guilsborough Academy - 16-Jan-2018
Why you need to be at Bett 2018 - 15-Jan-2018

Wilburton Elementary: Staffing from scratch - 30-Jan-2018
Ramón Rodríguez Galán: Upskilling Spain’s teachers with technology - 30-Jan-2018
Coding with Cumberland High School! - 29-Jan-2018
Coding with Cumberland High School! - 29-Jan-2018
Coding with Cumberland High School! - 29-Jan-2018
Mirela Tanc: Preparing Romania’s children for the world of tomorrow - 25-Jan-2018
This teacher’s getting her students to design their own games. Here’s how. - 24-Jan-2018
Extra Credit – bonus Microsoft Education features announced at BETT 2018 - 24-Jan-2018
My advice for other teachers: “Learn to play, and play to learn” - 23-Jan-2018
Experience everything that Microsoft Education has to offer at Bett 2018 - 23-Jan-2018
Next Generation Washington 2018 - 22-Jan-2018
What’s New in EDU: 10 newly announced Microsoft Education experiences you don’t want to miss - 22-Jan-2018
Know before you go: Microsoft’s education partners appearing at Bett 2018 - 22-Jan-2018
Class of 2030: What do today’s kindergartners need to be life-ready? - 20-Jan-2018
Mapping and tracking discussion in Humanities using OneNote Class Notebook - 19-Jan-2018
Modern methodologies for classroom IT management: Change management and adoption for education technology - 18-Jan-2018
Intune for Education is helping make fully connected classrooms a reality - 17-Jan-2018
Tacoma School district uses data to provide needs-based training and support - 16-Jan-2018
Teams for Education January updates - 12-Jan-2018
Florida educator rethinks social media as skill for students - 11-Jan-2018
Get device advice for student success in new #MSFTEduChat TweetMeet on Jan. 16 - 09-Jan-2018
How and where to join Microsoft for BETT Jan. 24-27, 2018 - 09-Jan-2018
Today in Technology: The top ten tech issues for 2018 - 02-Jan-2018

Microsoft Learning

Microsoft Press Website | RSS Feed
Save up to 55% on exam prep titles - 29-Jan-2018
ebook deal of the week: Agile Project Management with Kanban - 29-Jan-2018
Programming the Microsoft Bot Framework Errata - 23-Jan-2018
ebook deal of the week: Exam Ref 70-744 Securing Windows Server 2016 - 22-Jan-2018
Serious about security? Check out Azure Security Center - 17-Jan-2018
Managing SQL Server high availability and disaster recovery - 17-Jan-2018
ebook deal of the week: Begin to Code with Python - 15-Jan-2018
Special offer: Save up to 60% on SQL Server 2017 learning resources - 10-Jan-2018
Preparing on-premises Active Directory for Azure AD Connect - 09-Jan-2018
ebook deal of the week: Analyzing Data with Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel - 08-Jan-2018
ebook deal of the week: Microsoft Office 365 Administration Inside Out, 2nd Edition - 01-Jan-2018
Mondelēz International adopts Yammer to engage its global workforce

Check out Microsoft Education training, workshops and more at Bett 2018

A lawyer and an engineer write a book about AI

Digital design is never done: How our team made Windows 10 Mail and Calendar apps more Fluent

Down on the farm, IoT yields a bumper crop

BBC News: ‘Microsoft boss: World needs more computing power’
EVP Peggy Johnson in Business Insider: ‘Microsoft has pledged $1 million to solve a problem most people don’t realize exists’ - 23-Jan-2018
‘I’ll do it’: how Microsoft employee and former spacecraft engineer Cindy Healy said ‘yes’ and launched great things - 23-Jan-2018
Xbox Game Pass expands to include new releases from Microsoft Studios - 23-Jan-2018
Brad Smith: 2018 goals for Next Generation Washington - 22-Jan-2018
Peggy Johnson: Partnering for a path to digital identity - 22-Jan-2018
Office 365 Education delivers the next wave of innovation for inclusive and collaborative learning - 22-Jan-2018
Brad Smith: Something extraordinary happened in Washington, D.C., yesterday - 19-Jan-2018
UK physiotherapist uses Microsoft Dynamics to break up how hospitals traditionally treat fractures - 19-Jan-2018
TNW: ‘Microsoft’s AI is a robo Van Gogh that could change how designers work’ - 19-Jan-2018
Mixer’s Darwin Project comes to open beta on Windows 10 PC, launching later in 2018 on Xbox One - 19-Jan-2018
GeekWire: ‘Microsoft apps to be embedded into edtech powerhouse PowerSchool’s “Unified Classroom”’ - 18-Jan-2018
Save the date: ‘Age of Empires: Definitive Edition’ launches Feb. 20 - 18-Jan-2018
Microsoft and PowerSchool partner to reshape the future of K-12 education - 18-Jan-2018
Fitbit Coach on Xbox One: Workouts tailored to your goals, easy to squeeze in between rounds of gaming - 18-Jan-2018
Microsoft researchers build a bot that draws what you tell it to - 18-Jan-2018
Reuters: ‘Microsoft tops Thomson Reuters top 100 global tech leaders list’ - 17-Jan-2018
New features in SQL Operations Studio bolster your data management - 17-Jan-2018
Today in Technology: When an American and a Russian took a ‘walk in the woods’ - 17-Jan-2018
Surface Book 2 coming to all Surface markets; pre-orders for Surface Book 2 15” begin in 17 new markets - 17-Jan-2018
In a major Machine Reading milestone, Microsoft creates an AI that reads a document and answers questions about it as well as a human - 16-Jan-2018
MEDNAX adopts Microsoft 365 to improve patient health - 16-Jan-2018
Show and sell: Where next for the humble shop? - 16-Jan-2018
Why the healthcare industry’s move to the cloud is accelerating - 16-Jan-2018
Azure IP Advantage extended to Azure Stack, enabling hybrid cloud scenarios and more - 16-Jan-2018
Drive Australia’s open roads in native 4K with ‘Forza Horizon 3’ Xbox One X Enhanced - 16-Jan-2018
Intelligent retail: Top tech trends for 2018 and beyond - 16-Jan-2018
How Microsoft storyteller Miri Rodriguez learned to channel authenticity by building a personal brand - 16-Jan-2018
Welcome to 2018, the year of AI - 14-Jan-2018
Going to NRF 2018? Don’t miss the future of intelligent retail at Microsoft Booth #2803 - 12-Jan-2018
GeekWire Health Tech Podcast: How AI is making humans the ‘fundamental thing in the internet of things’ - 12-Jan-2018
NRF 2018: Where Microsoft partners bring intelligent retail - 12-Jan-2018
‘PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds’ passes 3 million players on Xbox One - 12-Jan-2018
Creating a city of inclusion for our country’s Special Olympics athletes - 11-Jan-2018
Upskilling: How digital transformation is creating economic opportunities in emerging markets - 11-Jan-2018
Xbox Live Gold members: Play ‘Halo 5: Guardians’ for free through Jan. 14 - 11-Jan-2018
Brad Smith: Why reforms are needed to improve the immigration system for visa holders, the economy and our country - 10-Jan-2018
Forbes: ‘The #1 CEO of the year in the cloud wars: Microsoft’s Satya Nadella’ - 10-Jan-2018
Tough commute? otonomo delivers data to power a smoother drive - 10-Jan-2018
Microsoft at the NRF Big Show: There’s nothing artificial about the real intelligence transforming retail - 10-Jan-2018
Researchers use AI to improve accuracy of gene editing with CRISPR - 10-Jan-2018
First responders in rescue operations get help from augmented reality and digital mapping app in Azure - 10-Jan-2018
Bing’s new tracking feature lets you look up flight status, even when you don’t have airline or flight number - 10-Jan-2018
‘Sea of Thieves’ Closed Beta coming Jan. 24 - 09-Jan-2018
UK’s TalkTalk Telecom Group outthinks the competition by empowering employees with Microsoft 365 Enterprise - 09-Jan-2018
Microsoft Software & Systems Academy advances expansion goals with Quantico ribbon-cutting ceremony - 09-Jan-2018
Lean, mean, hacking machine: How one Microsoft employee married his flair for lean hacking with the company’s culture - 09-Jan-2018
Kick off 2018 with online safety tips from Microsoft’s Council for Digital Good - 09-Jan-2018
Going for broken: Inside the Microsoft lab where devices get tested to death - 08-Jan-2018
At CES, kitchen and bath fixtures get Kohler’s smart treatment - 08-Jan-2018
‘A Cloud for Global Good’ update sets out Microsoft’s policy roadmap for how cloud-enabled technologies can be trusted, responsible and inclusive - 08-Jan-2018
Microsoft announces quarterly earnings release date - 05-Jan-2018
Fast Company: ‘Microsoft and Adaptive Biotechnologies are using AI to decode the immune system’ - 04-Jan-2018
New Power Apps custom visual for Power BI helps you find data insights – then take action - 04-Jan-2018
Microsoft AI & Research CVP Lili Cheng: ‘Why you shouldn’t be afraid of artificial intelligence’ - 04-Jan-2018
Raise your virtual machine game with Accelerated Networking, now generally available for Windows and Linux - 04-Jan-2018
How do you design personality without visual cues? The Cortana team’s story - 04-Jan-2018
Food, drink and tech: this futuristic Russian restaurant breaks the mold - 04-Jan-2018
New guidance for designing, building and operating microservices on Azure - 04-Jan-2018
Power BI ‘Year in Review’ contest: Submit your best data story for a chance to win a Surface Pro - 04-Jan-2018
Call for entries: Microsoft Health Innovation Awards 2018 - 04-Jan-2018
Microsoft and Adaptive Biotechnologies announce partnership using AI to decode immune system: diagnose, treat disease - 04-Jan-2018
Video: Wind and sun are fickle, so Steffes taps tech to store renewable energy - 03-Jan-2018
Developers: Build apps faster with new Time Series Insights tools - 03-Jan-2018
EVP Harry Shum: Everyday AI - 03-Jan-2018
Microsoft to acquire Avere Systems, accelerating high-performance computing innovation for media and entertainment industry and beyond - 03-Jan-2018
Maestro of fun, mastermind of memes: Meet KC Lemson, creator of the Microsoft ninja cat - 03-Jan-2018
Most-read posts in 2017 from the Cortana Intelligence and Machine Learning Blog - 03-Jan-2018
The top 10 tech issues for 2018 - 02-Jan-2018
Office Applications

Deployment Support [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
Message “Your admin has turned off Visio installs…” from the O365 Portal - 19-Jan-2018

Office Sustained Engineering [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
Current MSP list published for Office 2016 - 10-Jan-2018
January 2018 Office Update Release - 09-Jan-2018
January 2018 Non-Security Office Update Release - 02-Jan-2018

Partner and Customer Resources

Microsoft Valuable Professional MVP Award Program [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
Non-suspending UWP Desktop Apps - 30-Jan-2018
These MVPs’ PowerShell Module Makes Submitting Community Contributions Faster And Easier! - 29-Jan-2018
Back With A Brand New Edition – It’s Your Friday Five - 26-Jan-2018
5 Things: The Quirky, Fun, Informative New Video Series Featuring Web And Open Source Thought Leaders! - 24-Jan-2018
These 6 Female MVPs Talk About The Power Of Networking - 24-Jan-2018
Microsoft Teams, Mobile DevOps, And More On This Friday Five - 19-Jan-2018
Q&A: MVP Rie Irish Talks To Us About Highlighting Female Voices In Tech - 16-Jan-2018
Learn More About Microsoft OneNote, MDM Authority, ASP.Net And More On This Friday Five - 12-Jan-2018
Harden Your Azure Infrastructure Using Azure Security Center Just-In-Time VM Access - 09-Jan-2018
Welcome to 2018! Here’s the Friday Five - 05-Jan-2018

Planning Deployment and Update

Solution Accelerator Security and Compliance [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
Security baseline for Office 2016 and Office 365 ProPlus apps – DRAFT - 29-Jan-2018
Issue with BitLocker/DMA setting in Windows 10 “Fall Creators Update” (v1709) - 18-Jan-2018

Product Support

SysInternals [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
Bqinfo v4.25 - 19-Jan-2018
Sysmon v7.01 - 05-Jan-2018
Sysmon v7.0 - 02-Jan-2018

Ask Premier Field Engineering - PFE Platforms [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
ADFS: Monitoring a Relying Party for Certificate Changes - 29-Jan-2018
Infrastructure + Security: Noteworthy News (January, 2018) - 22-Jan-2018
Single Host Shielded VMS Lab/PoC - 15-Jan-2018
Azure Automation: Shutting Down Custom Tagged Virtual Machines - 08-Jan-2018
AskPFEPlat Happy New Year Invitation! - 02-Jan-2018

Microsoft Azure [Website] | [RSS Feed]  
New in Stream Analytics: General availability of sub-streams, query compatibility, and more - 30-Jan-2018
Asynchronous refresh with the REST API for Azure Analysis Services

Whitepaper: Selecting the right secure hardware for your IoT deployment

Using Qubole Data Service on Azure to analyze retail customer feedback

Linu

Maximize your VM’s Performance with Accelerated Networking

#Azure #SQLDW, the cost benefits of an on-demand data warehousing

Announcing the extension of Azure IP Advantage to Azure Stack

Azure Analysis Services now available in East US, West US 2, and more

Announcing IoT extension for Azure CLI 2.0

December 2017 Leaderboard of Database Systems contributors on MSDN

Announcing the general availability of Azure Event Grid

Last week in Azure: Securing Azure infrastructure from CPU vulnerability, and more

#Azure #SQLDW, the cost benefits of an on-demand data warehousing

Maximize your VM’s Performance with Accelerated Networking – now generally available for both Windows and Linux

Using Qubole Data Service on Azure to analyze retail customer feedback

Whitepaper: Selecting the right secure hardware for your IoT deployment

Asynchronous refresh with the REST API for Azure Analysis Services

Using EXPLAIN to profile slow queries in Azure Database for MySQL

Using the MySQL sys schema to optimize and maintain a database

Managing Azure Secrets on GitHub Repositories

Announcing the extension of Azure IP Advantage to Azure Stack

ITSM Connector for Azure is now generally available

Launching the Azure Storage Solution showcase

Azure Zone Redundant Storage in public preview

ITSM Connector for Azure is now generally available

Zone Redundant Virtual Machine Scale Sets now available in public preview

Azure Search enterprise security: Data encryption and user-identity access control

Announcing integration of Azure Backup into VM create experience

Last week in Azure: New visual tools for Data Factory, and more

CustomVision.AI: Code-free automated machine learning for image classification

Keeping your environment secure with Update Management

Accelerate innovation with Microsoft Azure Databricks

Serious about cloud security? Check out this new training on Azure Security Center

Accelerated Spark on GPU-enabled clusters in Azure

Start replicating in under 30 minutes using Azure Site Recovery’s new onboarding experience

Comprehensive monitoring for Azure Site Recovery now generally available

Azure Data Factory: Visual Tools enabled in public preview

How Azure Security Center helps analyze attacks using Investigation and Log Search

Last week in Azure: WAF integrates with Azure Security Center, and more

Announcing IoT extension for Azure CLI 2.0

December 2017 Leaderboard of Database Systems contributors on MSDN

Serious about cloud security? Check out this new training on Azure Security Center

Announcing the general availability of Azure Event Grid

Announcing IoT extension for Azure CLI 2.0

December 2017 Leaderboard of Database Systems contributors on MSDN

Last week in Azure: Securing Azure infrastructure from CPU vulnerability, and more

#Azure #SQLDW, the cost benefits of an on-demand data warehousing

Maximize your VM’s Performance with Accelerated Networking – now generally available for both Windows and Linux

Using Qubole Data Service on Azure to analyze retail customer feedback

Whitepaper: Selecting the right secure hardware for your IoT deployment

Asynchronous refresh with the REST API for Azure Analysis Services
Securing Azure customers from CPU vulnerability - 03-Jan-2018
Designing, building, and operating microservices on Azure - 03-Jan-2018
Build richer apps with your time series data - 03-Jan-2018
Azure Data Lake tools integrates with VSCode Data Lake Explorer and Azure Account - 03-Jan-2018
Azure Analysis Services features on Azure Friday - 03-Jan-2018
Migration checklist when moving to Azure App Service - 03-Jan-2018
Azure #CosmosDB: Recap of 2017 - 03-Jan-2018
Last week in Azure: Azure HDInsight, Azure Cosmos DB, and more - 02-Jan-2018

Mark Renoden AD and Client PFE Website | RSS Feed
Identify ADMX/ADML Files used by Group Policies - 10-Jan-2018

ConfigMgrDogs Website | RSS Feed
Support Tip: Intune App Protection Requires Modern Authentication Enabled for Skype for Business - 11-Jan-2018

Research and Labs
Microsoft Research Machine Translation Website | RSS Feed
Honor View10 Launches New Device with Translator Pre-Installed - 12-Jan-2018

Microsoft Research Publications Website | RSS Feed
Learn Artificial Intelligence Skills via Residency at Microsoft - 30-Jan-2018
Computer science researchers discuss the future of AI at Academic Research Summit in India - 24-Jan-2018
Life at the Intersection of AI and Society with Dr. Ece Kamar - 24-Jan-2018
The Future is Quantum with Dr. Krysta Svore - 17-Jan-2018
Functional Programming Languages and the Pursuit of Laziness with Dr. Simon Peyton Jones - 10-Jan-2018
Class of 2018-19 PhD fellows to push frontiers of AI - 09-Jan-2018
How Programming Languages Quietly Run the World with Dr. Ben Zorn - 03-Jan-2018

Security
Microsoft Malware Protection Center Website | RSS Feed
Protecting customers from being intimidated into making an unnecessary purchase - 30-Jan-2018
IGF proves the value of bottom-up, multi-stakeholder model in cyberspace policy-making - 29-Jan-2018
Now you see me: Exposing fileless malware - 24-Jan-2018
Overview of rapid cyberattacks - 23-Jan-2018
Microsoft offers several mechanisms to protect against ransomware - 15-Jan-2018
How to disrupt attacks caused by social engineering - 10-Jan-2018
A worthy upgrade: Next-gen security on Windows 10 proves resilient against ransomware outbreaks in 2017 - 10-Jan-2018
Understanding the performance impact of Spectre and Meltdown mitigations on Windows Systems - 09-Jan-2018
Application fuzzing in the era of Machine Learning and AI - 03-Jan-2018

Microsoft Security Response Center MSRC Website | RSS Feed
January 2018 security update release - 09-Jan-2018
Software Development Shared Source Initiative

CodePlex Website | RSS Feed
CodePlex has been archived - 30-Jan-2018

Software and Web Development

Visual C++ Website | RSS Feed
C++ Core Check in Visual Studio 2017 15.6 Preview 2 - 18-Jan-2018
Visual Studio Code C/C++ extension Jan 2018 update - 17-Jan-2018
Vcpkg: Introducing the upgrade command - 16-Jan-2018
Spectre mitigations in MSVC - 15-Jan-2018
C++ Static Analysis Improvements for Visual Studio 2017 15.6 Preview 2 - 10-Jan-2018
Boost.Test Unit Testing: Dynamic Library support and New Item Template - 10-Jan-2018
CMake Support in Visual Studio – Test Explorer Integration, CMake 3.10 - 10-Jan-2018
IntelliSense Enhancements for C++ Open Folder and CMake - 10-Jan-2018
Debugging an embedded ARM device in Visual Studio - 10-Jan-2018
Visual Studio 2017 Throughput Improvements and Advice - 04-Jan-2018

Visual Web Developer Website | RSS Feed
Azure Storage for Serverless .NET Apps in Minutes - 25-Jan-2018
64 bit ASP.NET Core on Azure App Service - 09-Jan-2018
Announcing Preview 1 of ASP.NET MVC 5.2.4, Web API 5.2.4, and Web Pages 3.2.4 - 05-Jan-2018

Visual Studio Team Blog Website | RSS Feed
Xamarin University Presents: Ship better apps with Visual Studio App Center - 15-Jan-2018
New Visual Studio Code Extensions for Java Developers: Maven, Tomcat, and Checkstyle - 11-Jan-2018
Visual Studio 2017 Version 15.6 Preview 2 and Visual Studio for Mac Version 7.4 Preview - 10-Jan-2018
Support for Continuous Delivery to Containers and TFVC in Visual Studio 15.6 Preview 2 - 10-Jan-2018
Visual Studio for Mac as the default editor for Unity - 09-Jan-2018
Visual Studio Code Java Debugger Adding Step Filter and Expression Evaluation - 08-Jan-2018

Visual Studio and Team Foundation Server Blog Website | RSS Feed
Supporting AzureAD Conditional Access Policy across VSTS - 30-Jan-2018
Stakeholders can now view VSTS Analytics widgets - 30-Jan-2018
MSTest V2: in-assembly parallel test execution - 30-Jan-2018
VS Subscriptions and linking your VSTS account to AzureAD - 29-Jan-2018
Top stories from the VSTS community – 2018.01.26 - 26-Jan-2018
Top stories from the VSTS community – 2018.01.19 - 19-Jan-2018
January 2018 VSTS Hosted Agent Image Updates - 19-Jan-2018
Link wiki pages and work items, write math formulas in Wiki, Keyboard shortcuts and more... - 12-Jan-2018
Top stories from the VSTS community – 2018.01.12 - 12-Jan-2018
Power BI and VSTS Analytics - 11-Jan-2018
Microsoft’s Performance Contributions to Git in 2017 - 11-Jan-2018
Sharing of Deployment Groups across projects - 11-Jan-2018
VSTS will no longer allow creation of new MSA users with custom domain names backed by AzureAD - 05-Jan-2018
Top stories from the VSTS community – 2018.01.05 - 05-Jan-2018
Network virtualization using SCVMM and TFS/VSTS for your Build-Deploy-Test automation - 03-Jan-2018

Premier Support for Developers [Website] | RSS Feed
Microsoft’s Geospatial Capabilities - 30-Jan-2018
Stand Alone Service Fabric Error=EndpointProviderPortRangeExhausted - 29-Jan-2018
Integrate Power BI Dashboards, Reports and Tiles into a WPF Application - 27-Jan-2018
How to shrink a managed disk - 26-Jan-2018
Amazon Alexa Skills authenticated by Azure Active Directory and backed by an Azure Function - 25-Jan-2018
Getting Started with Ethereum using Azure Blockchain - 24-Jan-2018
The Food Truck Paradigm: Why should I trust open source software? - 23-Jan-2018
Firebase 101: NoSql Database Management - 19-Jan-2018
Innovation at your fingertips - 12-Jan-2018
Optimize your Azure spend - 11-Jan-2018
Converting PCL (Portable Class Libraries) to .NET Standard Class Libraries – Part 3 - 10-Jan-2018
Async Main() is available, but hidden - 09-Jan-2018
[Service Fabric] How to troubleshoot deployment errors in Service Fabric Windows cluster - 08-Jan-2018
Visual Studio App Center - 05-Jan-2018
Get Excited About Microsoft Flow - 04-Jan-2018

SQL and Business Intelligence

SQL Release Services [Website] | RSS Feed
Cumulative Update #10 for SQL Server 2014 SP2 - 18-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update #7 for SQL Server 2016 SP1 - 17-Jan-2018
Cumulative Update #3 for SQL Server 2017 RTM - 10-Jan-2018

SQL Server Development Customer Advisory [Website] | RSS Feed
SQL Server VLDB in Azure: DBA Tasks Made Simple - 22-Jan-2018

Systems Center Systems Management

Enterprise Mobility and Security Blog [Website] | RSS Feed
Microsoft Cloud App Security integrates with third party Data Loss Prevention solutions - 30-Jan-2018
Now available: Faster, simpler sign-in experiences for Azure AD-connected apps - 23-Jan-2018
Update 1801 for Configuration Manager Technical Preview Branch – Available Now! - 22-Jan-2018
New Updates to Intune for Education Simplifies Delegation, Adds Windows Controls, and Improves Insights - 22-Jan-2018
Watch: The Endpoint Zone with Brad Anderson [1801] - 17-Jan-2018
 Automatically apply labels to sensitive files in cloud apps - 10-Jan-2018
Why it’s important to integrate your VPN with Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics - 04-Jan-2018

System Center Configuration Manager Support [Website] | RSS Feed
ConfigMgr Current Branch – Express Updates Video Tutorial - 26-Jan-2018
ConfigMgr Current Branch – Windows Update for Business Video Tutorial - 22-Jan-2018
Update 1801 for Configuration Manager Technical Preview is released - 22-Jan-2018
Update Rollup for Configuration Manager Current Branch 1710 is now available - 19-Jan-2018
Unified Communications

Microsoft Exchange [Website] | RSS Feed
Now your enterprise mobility management solution can be used to simply set up and configure Outlook for iOS and Android for Exchange on-premises - 30-Jan-2018
Exchange Server TLS guidance, part 1: Getting Ready for TLS 1.2 - 26-Jan-2018
Exchange Log Collector Script - 22-Jan-2018
Permanently Clear Previous Mailbox Info - 17-Jan-2018
Exchange Server guidance to protect against speculative execution side-channel vulnerabilities - 16-Jan-2018
The case of Reply Log Manager not letting lagged copy lag - 09-Jan-2018

Virtualization

Windows Virtualization [Website] | RSS Feed
Looking at the Hyper-V Event Log (January 2018 edition) - 23-Jan-2018
A smaller Windows Server Core Container with better Application Compatibility - 22-Jan-2018

Windows Phone

Windows Phone Developer [Website] | RSS Feed
Target Surface Hub and Windows 10 S on a Snapdragon processor with your UWP apps - 29-Jan-2018
#ifdef WINDOWS – LottieUWP – Native Adobe After Effects animations in UWP apps - 26-Jan-2018
Introducing the Windows Desktop Program for Desktop Application Analytics - 23-Jan-2018
Windows Community Standup discussing the Always Connected PC - 22-Jan-2018
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